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Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Durand, George F., 1850-1889: George F. Durand was born in 1850 to James Durand, a building and contracting business owner in London, Ontario. Noticing his son’s artistic ability, James Durand wrote to sculptor and drawing teacher J.R. Peel in 1964 arranging for his son to enroll at Peel’s school. In the late 1960s, Durand articulated for architect William Robinson where he met his friend and future partner Thomas Tracy. After his apprenticeship, he was hired by Thomas Fuller to work on the New York State Capital building in Albany, New York. The project became embroiled in scandal when the cost of the building ballooned to well over the original projected cost. As a result of the controversy, Fuller was dismissed which led to Durand leaving the project as well. His experience in New York lasted from 1870 to 1876. Durand returned to London and formed a partnership with Robinson and Tracy in 1878. In 1880, Robinson left and Tracy and Durand worked as partners. This partnership lasted until Tracy became city engineer and Durand then partnered with architect John M. Moore. In 1888, a legal dispute between Durand and Moore dissolved their partnership. In 1889, Durand began to take large lengths of time off work due to illness and on December 20th of that year he passed away.

Scope and Content
Fonds contains architectural drawings of 62 projects created by George F. Durand, individually or in partnership with others, in London and surrounding areas. The drawings consist of plans, elevations, sections, details, a water colour painting, sketches and plans for various utilities such as heating, plumbing and ventilating.
Series Descriptions

AFC 47-SF1-S1 Sulpher Springs Bathing House.
1867.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Created by G.F. Durand as a student. Drawing is the Sulpher Springs Bathing House, opened by Charles Dunnett in 1868.

AFC 47-SF1-I1 Sulpher Springs Bathing House. -- 1867. -- 1 architectural drawing : col ; 30 x 39 cm (sight) in mat 51 x 61 cm. -- Box Number MC23-6
AFC 47-SF1-S2 M. Masuret and Co. Wholesale.
1877.
4 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a commercial building. The drawings consist of sections, plans, details, elevations and partitions.

AFC 47-SF1-S2-I1 Longitudinal Section and Floor Plans, Detail of Framing. -- 1877. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 92 x 68 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S2-I2 Elevations and Partitions. -- 1877. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 63 x 98 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S2-I3 New Front for M. Masuret and Co.. -- 1877. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 51 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S2-I4 New Front on Dundas St.. -- 1877. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 68 x 56 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S3 Federal Bank London Ont.
1878.
3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a federal bank in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S3-I1 Elevations. -- 1878. -- 1 architectural drawing

AFC 47-SF1-S3-I2 Transverse Section, Longitudinal Section. -- 1878. -- 1 architectural drawing: col. ; 60 x 85 cm in mat 76 x 102 cm. -- Box Number MC23-9

AFC 47-SF1-S3-I3 Dundas St Elevation, Richmond St Elevation. -- 1878. -- 1 architectural drawing: col. ; 62 x 86 cm in mat 78 x 102 cm. -- Box Number MC23-9
AFC 47-SF1-S4 Proposed Church for the Parish of Sacred Heart of Jesus.
1878.

6 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of proposed church for the Parish of Sacred Heart of Jesus in Ingersoll, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations, sections, and details.

- AFC 47-SF1-S4-I1 Foundation Plan, Elevation, Sections and Details. — 1878. — 1 architectural drawing
- AFC 47-SF1-S4-I2 Foundation Plan, Elevation, Sections and Details. — 1878. — 1 architectural drawing: col., linen; 68 x 92 cm
- AFC 47-SF1-S4-I3 Ground Plan, Front Elevation and Side Elevation. — 1878. — 1 architectural drawing: col., linen; 68 x 92 cm
- AFC 47-SF1-S4-I4 Ground Plan, Front Elevation and Side Elevation. — 1878. — 1 architectural drawing: col., paper; 57 x 91 cm in mat 76 x 102 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S5 Plan of Residence for Henry Johnson Esq.
1878.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S5-I2 Floor Plans and Elevations. -- 1878. -- 1 architectural drawing : col. ; 51 x 51 cm in mat 67 x 68 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S6 Plan of Residence for C.F. Goodhue Esq. 188?.

20 architectural drawings

**Scope and Content**
Currently the Waverly Retirement Residence. The drawings consist of plans, plumbing details, elevations and sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I1</td>
<td>1st Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 32 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I2</td>
<td>Foundation and Cellar. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 29 x 31 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I3</td>
<td>Shewing Plumbing. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 30 x 30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I4</td>
<td>Shewing Plumbing - 1st Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 30 x 30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I5</td>
<td>1st Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I6</td>
<td>Attic Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing ; col., linen ; 36 x 28 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I7</td>
<td>East Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 28 x 34 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I8</td>
<td>West Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 30 x 34 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I9</td>
<td>Block Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 25 x 42 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I10</td>
<td>Foundation and Cellar. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 29 x 31 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I11</td>
<td>1st Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 29 x 34 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I12</td>
<td>Attic Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 30 x 29 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I13</td>
<td>Shewing Plumbing [Cellar]. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 34 x 30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I14</td>
<td>Shewing Plumbing [Attic]. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 32 x 27 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I15</td>
<td>East Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 34 x 28 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I16</td>
<td>Ground Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 29 x 30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I17</td>
<td>South Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 35 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I18</td>
<td>West Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 35 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I19</td>
<td>Section A + B. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 35 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC 47-SF1-S6-I20</td>
<td>Section A + B. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 36 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AFC 47-SF1-S6-I21 South Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 28 x 32 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S7 Plan of the Residence for C.B. Hunt Esq.
1880.
4 architectural drawings

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S7-I1 Transverse Section and Longitudinal Section. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 37 x 65 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S7-I2 Ground Floor, First Floor. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 36 x 46 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S7-I3 Basement, Attic Plan. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 37 x 45 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S7-I4 Front Elevation, Side Elevation. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 36 x 66 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S8 Plan of Episcopal Church.
188?.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of an Episcopal church in Sarnia, Ontario. The drawing consists of sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S8-I1 Vertical Section, Part Side Elevation. -- 188? -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 50 x 66 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S9 Plan of Alterations and Additions to Church for Rev’d M. MrGrath. 1880.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of a proposed church in Bothwell, Ontario. The drawing consists of elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S9-I1 Elevations and Sections. — 1880. — 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 53 x 67 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S10 Plan of Methodist Chapel.
188?.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of a Methodist church in Florence, Ontario. The drawing consists of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S10-I1 Sections, Elevations, Church and Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 59 x 84 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S11 Residence for A.H. Kittridge.
188?.
7 architectural drawings, 0.25 cm of textual records

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S11-I1 Basement. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 33 x 31 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S11-I2 First Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 30 x 20 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S11-I3 Front Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 25 x 27 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S11-I4 Ground Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 30 x 20 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S11-I5 Specification of Residence for A H. Kitteridge Esq.. -- 188?. -- 0.25 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
Handwritten specifications of the design and construction elements of a residence in Strathroy, Ontario for A.H. Kitteridge.

AFC 47-SF1-S11-I6 Side Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 24 x 31 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S11-I7 Elevation, Section and Detail. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 55 x 70 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S12 Plan of St. George's Church.
188?.
2 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of St. George's church in Walton, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, views and elevations.

- AFC 47-SF1-S12-I1 View of St. George's Church. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : blue ink, linen ; 29 x 25 cm in mat 45 x 41 cm
- AFC 47-SF1-S12-I2 Plan and Elevations. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 58 x 87 cm in mat 74 x 102 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S13 Design of Baptist Church.
188?.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of a Baptist church in Palmyra, Ontario. The drawing consists of elevations, sections and plans.

AFC 47-SF1-S13-I1 Elevations, Sections and Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 53 x 77 cm in mat 69 x 92
AFC 47-SF1-S14 Masonic Temple.
1880-1881.
11 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of the Masonic Temple in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, section, elevations and renderings.

AFC 47-SF1-S14-I1 Second Floor Plan. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 46 x 62 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I2 Basement Plan. -- 1880-1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 62 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I3 Plan of Roof. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 50 x 64 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I4 Third Floor Plan. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 44 x 62 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I5 Cross Section Thro Center of Richamond St. Entrance. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 53 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I6 Interior . -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 68 x 96 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I7 Longitudinal Section on Line C.D. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 44 x 62 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I8 Section on Line A.B. -- 1880. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I9 Elevation - Richmond St. Front. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 34 x 56 cm in mat 54 x 72 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I10 Elevation on King St.. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 34 x 49 cm in mat 49 x 64 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S14-I11 Elevation and Rendering Front. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 47-SF1-S15 Talbot Street Baptist Church.
1881.

5 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Baptist church in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, sections, elevations and details for gasfitting.

AFC 47-SF1-S15-I1 Plan for Gasfitting. -- 1880-1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 62 x 62 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S15-I2 Half Section. -- 1880-1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 38 x 16 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S15-I3 Rear Elevation, Plan of Basement. -- 1880-1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 55 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S15-I4 Side Elevation. -- 1880-1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 43 x 49 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S15-I5 Elevations, Sections and Plans. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 64 x 94 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S15-I6 Front Elevation. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 36 x 30 cm in mat 51 x 45 cm
1881.
3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
This series contains architectural drawings of the London Club in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans, sections and elevations. There are 22 total drawings foldered together by three architectural firms. Described here are three architectural drawings by Tracy and Durand Architects. The remaining drawings are by Moore and Henry Architects and Watt and Blackwell.

AFC 47-SF1-S16-I1 Floor Plans. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 64 x 49 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S16-I2 Drawing Shewing Location of Hot Water Coils and Boiler. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 65 x 44 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S16-I3 Front Elevation. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 46 x 38 cm in mat 62 x 54 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S17 JNO Labatt Esq. - Plot Plan.
188?.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of plot plan for the Labatt Brewing Company.

AFC 47-SF1-S17-I1 Plot Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 43 x 64 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S18 Glencoe Presbyterian Church.

188?.

3 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Presbyterian church in Glencoe, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations and plans.

AFC 47-SF1-S18-I1 Front Elevation. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing: b+w, linen; 47 x 43 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S18-I2 Ground Floor Plan. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing: col., linen; 57 x 34 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S18-I3 Side Elevation. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing: b+w, linen; 48 x 57 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S19 St. Paul's Church.
1881.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains a front elevation drawing of St. Paul's church.

AFC 47-SF1-S19-I1 Front Elevation. -- 1881. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 45 x 30 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20 R.C. Separate School.
188?-1882.
7 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
This became St. Peter's Separate School. Drawings 1-6 are bound together in card. The drawings consist of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S20-I1 Longitudinal Section. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 33 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20-I2 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 33 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20-I3 2nd Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 33 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20-I4 1st Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 33 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20-I5 Side elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 33 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20-I6 Ground Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 33 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S20-I7 Front Elevation. -- 1882. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 33 x 30 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S21 Sketch of Plans Proposed Additions to the O'Neil House.
188?.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains proposed additions to a residence in Woodstock, Ontario. The drawing consists of floor plans.

AFC 47-SF1-S21-I1 Ground Floor, First Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 40 x 71 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S22 Proposed Hospital for the City of Stratford.
188?.
9 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a proposed hospital in Stratford, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I1 Attic Plan, Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I2 Attic Plan, Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I3 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 39 x 50 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I4 First Floor Plan, Ground Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 65 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I5 First Floor Plan, Ground Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I6 East Elevation, Front Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 54 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I7 Front Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 67 x 49 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I8 East Elevation, Cross Section. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 68 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S22-I9 Part Longitudinal Section, Transom of Sun Bars, Corner of Bay. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 66 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S23 Design for Mount Carmel R.C. Church.
188?.
2 architectural drawings
Scope and Content
Also entitled "Roman Catholic Church for Rev Father Kelly, Stephen Township." Drawings consists of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S23-I1 Foundation Plan, Section thro' Tower and Gallery, Section thro' Sanctuary and Sacristy. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 67 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S23-I2 Front Elevation, Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 68 x 52 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S24 Town Hall, London East.
1883.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Currently The Aeolian Hall. Drawings consist of plans and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S24-I1 Plan of Roof. -- 1883. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 46 x 74 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S24-I2 Part Elevation on Rectory St., 1/2 Front Elevation. -- 1883. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 60 x 66 cm in mat 76 x 81 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25 Customs House.
1884.
18 architectural drawings
Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of Customs House in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S25-I1 Ground Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 56 x 39 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I2 Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 55 x 39 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I3 Ground Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 50 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I4 Ground Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 50 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I5 First Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 50 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I6 First Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I7 Second Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 50 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I8 Second Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I9 Roof Plan, Third Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 93
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I10 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 50 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I11 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 39 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I12 South Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w ; 41 x 54 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I13 Heating - Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 36 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I14 Front Elevation of Custom House London. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 63 x 46 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I15 Side Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 94 x 56 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I16 Section on A.B.. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 51 x 35 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I17 Section A.B. and B.C.. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 103 x 56 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I18 Addition to Customs House London Ont.. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 102 x 56 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S25-I19 North Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 37 x 47 cm in mat 56 x 59 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S26 Plan of Episcopal Church - Delaware, Ont.
1884.
3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of an Episcopal church in Delaware, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S26-I1 Church Plan, Foundation Plan. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 37 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S26-I2 Front Elevation, Side Elevation. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 42 x 52 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S26-I3 Transverse Section, Front Elevation. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 31 x 36 cm in mat 46 x 51 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S27 Plans of a Baptist Church - London East.
1884.
4 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings for a Baptist church in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, plans and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S27-I1 Front Elevation, 1/2 Section. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 38 x 50 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S27-I2 Basement Plan, Church Plan. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 39 x 49 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S27-I3 Longitudinal Section. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 39 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S27-I4 Side Elevation. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 40 x 50 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S28 Plan of Presbyterian Church - Westminster.
1884.
3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Listed as "Knox Church, London Church" on the third drawing. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S28-I1 Elevations, Plans and Sections. — 1884. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 50 x 95 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S28-I2 Plans, Elevations and Sections. — 1884. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 50 x 95 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S28-I3 Plans and Elevations. — 1884. — 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 68 x 102 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S29 Plan of Presbyterian Church - Wendigo, Ont.
1884.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Recorded as Guthrie Presbyterian Church in Melbourne, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S29-I1 Elevations, Plans and Sections. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 50 x 90 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S29-I2 Front Elevation. -- 1884. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 27 x 21 cm in mat 42 x 37 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S30 Plan of Residence for John McNee Esq.
1885.
2 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Durand and Moore Architects are responsible for two of the three drawings. The drawings consist of plans and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S30-I1 Front Elevation, East Elevation. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 34 x 45 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S30-I2 Ground Floor, First Floor. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 34 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S31 Plans of Addition, Etc., to JNO. Ferguson and Sons' Factory. 1885.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of an addition to a factory in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of floor plans.

- AFC 47-SF1-S31-I1 Basement Plan, Ground Plan, 1st and 2nd Floor Plan, 3rd Floor Plan. — 1885. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 76 x 123 cm

- AFC 47-SF1-S31-I2 Basement Plan, Ground Plan, 1st and 2nd Floor Plans. — 1885. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 69 x 75 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S32 Plans of Perth County Jail.
1885.
13 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of the Perth County jail. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and details.

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I1 Ground Floor, First Floor and Cellar Plans. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 87

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I2 Ground Floor, First Floor and Basement. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 76 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I3 Basement Plan, Sub-Basement Plan and Roof Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I4 Ground Floor Plan and First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I5 Ground Floor Plan and First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I6 Basement Plan, Sub. Basement Plan and Roof Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 70 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I7 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 74 x 49 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I8 First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 61 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I9 Jail Yards for Perth County Jail and Elevation of Yard Doors. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawings : col., linen ; 57 x 81 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I10 Jail Yard Walls and Elevation of Yard Doors. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 68 x 83 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I11 North Elevation, West Elevation, South Elevation and Cross Section. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 65 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I12 North Elevation, West Elevation, South Elevation and Cross Section. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 62 cm in mat 65 x 78 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S32-I13 Details of Ironwork. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 89 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S33 Proposed Infantry School.
1887-1885.
25 architectural drawings

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I1 Plan of Grading. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 34 x 84 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I2 Block Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 40 x 40 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I3 Infantry School [site plan]. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 36 x 35 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I4 Plan of Part of the City of London, O.. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 25 x 39 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I5 Plan of Grading. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 34 x 60 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I6 Block Plan and Elevation Facing South. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 61 x 87 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I7 Ground Plan, Basement Area. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 92 x 103 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I8 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 70 x 92 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I9 Ground Plan, Ground Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 94 x 108 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I10 Ground Plan and Transverse Section Through Gateway . -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 65 x 82 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I11 Ground Plan, Part Inside Elevation, Transverse Section Through Gateway. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 65 x 85 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I12 Ground Plan, Part Inside Elevation, Transverse Section Through Gateway. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 70 x 88 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I13 Plan of Foundation, Showing Position of Agri't'l Tile Draining. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 54 x 55 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I14 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 64 x 85 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I15 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 82 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I16 Basement Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 84 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I17 Heating for Ground Floor and Transverse Sections. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 68 x 85 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I18 Ground Floor Plan, Basement Plan, Section on Line C.D, Section on Line A.B. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 61 x 49 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S33-I19 First Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 65 x 82 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I20 Heating - First Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 67 x 85 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I21 Proposed Infantry School [First Floor Plan?]. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 64 x 80 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I22 First Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 64 x 84 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I23 Plan of Extension to East Wing. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 64 x 82 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I24 West Elevation Facing Elizabeth Street, South Elevation Facing Pall Mall Street. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 64 x 82 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S33-I25 West Elevation Facing Elizabeth Street, South Elevation Facing Pall Mall Street. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen; 55 x 79 cm in mat 76 x 102 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S34 Residence for Henry Dunn Esq.
1885.
3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S34-I1 Ground Floor, First Floor. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 63 x 44 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S34-I2 Front Elevation, Side Elevation. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 41 x 63 cm in mat 56 x 79 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S34-I3 Foundation Plan, Section of Main Building, Section of Kitchen. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 74 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S35 Perth County Building.
1885.
27 architectural drawings

*Scope and Content*
Series contains architectural drawings of the Perth County building in Stratford, Ontario. The drawings consists of elevations, plans, heating and ventilation details, sections and a furniture sketch.

AFC 47 SF1-S35-I12 Heating and Ventilating Ground Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I1 Front Elevation. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 52 x 64 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I2 South Elevation, North Elevation. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 62 cm in mat 63 x 78 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I3 Plan of Site. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 41 x 68 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I4 Plan of Site. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 41 x 67 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I5 Heating and Ventilation Basement Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 50 x 68 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I6 Heating and Ventilation Basement Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 49 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I7 Basement Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 70 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I8 Basement Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 67 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I9 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 74 x 106 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I10 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I11 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 57 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I13 Heating and Ventilating Ground Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I14 First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 55 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I15 First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 57 x 68 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I16 Heating and Ventilating First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 68 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I17 Heating and Ventilating First Floor Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 70 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I18 Roof Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I19 Roof Plan. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 70 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S35-I20 South Elevation, North Elevation. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I21 South Elevation, North Elevation. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 56 x 71 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I22 Cross Section on A.B. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 54 x 70 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I23 Cross Section. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 57 x 70 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I24 Longitudinal Section. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I25 Longitudinal Section. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 70 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I26 Detail of Ceiling. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, onionskin ; 52 x 37 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S35-I27 Sketches for Furniture of Court Room. -- 1885. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 54 x 52 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S36 Melville Presbyterian Church.
1885-1886.
2 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Presbyterian church in Lobo township, Ontario. The drawings consist of a cross section and a longitudinal section.

AFC 47-SF1-S36-I1 Cross Section. -- 1885-1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 58 x 102 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S36-I2 Longitudinal Section. -- 1885-1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 63 x 66 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S37 Proposed R.C. Church Petrolia, Ontario.  
1887-1886.  
2 architectural drawings  

Scope and Content  

AFC 47-SF1-S37-I1 Floor Plan. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 63 x 31 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S37-I2 Church Floor, Basement, Part Section. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 57 x 52 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S37-I3 Elevations, Plans and Sections. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 75 x 66 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S37-I4 Plans, Elevations and Sections. — 188?. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 74 x 72 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S37-I5 Front Elevation, Side Elevation, Transverse Section. — 1886. — 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 65 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S37-I6 Front Elevation, Side Elevation, Transverse. — 1886. — 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 58 x 65 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S38 Plans of Residence for W.M Gunn Esq.
1886.

12 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a residence for W.M. Gunn in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans and elevations. George F. Durand is not listed as architect on any of the drawings. Provenance discovered through research.

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I1 Ground Floor, First Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 76 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I2 Basement Floor, Attic Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 76 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I3 Front Elevation, Side Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 48 x 77 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I4 Section, Block Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 78 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I5 Basement Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I6 First Floor Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I7 Attic Floor, Ground Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I8 Ground Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I9 Site Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 14 x 22 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I10 Kitchen Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 25 x 21 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I11 Chamber, Nursery and Bathroom. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 25 x 21 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S38-I12 Floor Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 39 x 30 cm
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AFC 47-SF1-S39 Plan of Residence for M. Masurat Esq.
1886.
7 architectural drawings

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I1 Ground Floor Plan, First Floor Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 39 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I2 South Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 32 x 32 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I3 North Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 36 x 34 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I4 Front Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 35 x 33 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I5 Section. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 26 x 32 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I6 Section. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 31 x 41 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S39-I7 Front Elevation, South Elevation, North Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 25 x 80 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S40 Double Residence for M. Masurat Esq.
1886.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of a double residence for M. Masurat. The drawing is a ground floor plan and a first floor plan.

AFC 47-SF1-S40-I1 Ground Floor, First Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing
AFC 47-SF1-S41 Proposed R.C. Church - Simcoe, Ont.

188?.

2 architectural drawings

*Scope and Content*


AFC 47-SF1-S41-I1 Plan, Front Elevation, Side Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing: col., paper; 55 x 99 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S41-I2 Floor Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing: col., paper; 34 x 29 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S42 Alterations and Additions to the Manufactory of John Ferguson Esq.
188?.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of a manufactory in London, Ontario. The drawing is a front elevation. c. 1886

AFC 47-SF1-S42-I1 Front Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 62 x 57 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S43 New Catholic Church at Woodstock Ont.
188?.
3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a new Catholic church in Woodstock, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, sections and elevations. c.1886

AFC 47-SF1-S43-I1 Side Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 55 x 62 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S43-I2 Half Cross Section, Plan, Front Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 67 x 49 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S43-I3 Plan, Front Elevation, Side Elevation, Half Cross Section. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 63 x 85 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S44 Presbyterian Church - Hensall, Ont.
1886.
6 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Presbyterian church in Hensall, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S44-I1 Plan of Basement. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 72 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S44-I2 Plan of Church Floor. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 70 x 48 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S44-I3 Half Section, Side Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 60 x 90 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S44-I4 Longitudinal Section, Side Elevation of Tower. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 59 x 90 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S44-I5 Longitudinal Section, Half Cross Section. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 59 x 70 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S44-I6 Front Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 51 x 51 in mat 67 x 67 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S45 Residence of John B. Laing.
1886.
4 architectural drawings

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S45-I1 Floor Plan. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 50 x 81 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S45-I2 Floor Plan - Main Floor, Kitchen. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 52 x 81 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S45-I3 Front Elevation. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 28 x 25 cm in mat 44 x 41 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S45-I4 Elevation on Princess Ave. -- 1886. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 31 x 44 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S46 Addition to St. Andrew's Church.
188?.
7 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of St. Andrew's church in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections. c.1887

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I1 Ground Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 66 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I2 Church Floor. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen 47 x 64 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I3 Basement. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 65 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I4 North Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I5 West Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 66 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I6 Section. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 65 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S46-I7 End Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 51 x 77 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S47 Main Exhibition Building.  
1887.  
3 architectural drawings  

Scope and Content  
Series contains architectural drawings of the main exhibition building in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S47-I1 Transverse Section, Part Longitudinal Section. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 47 x 51 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S47-I2 End Elevation. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 38 x 44 cm in mat 54 x 59 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S47-I3 Front Elevation on Dundas St. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 52 x 72 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S48 Plans of Proposed Masonic Temple.
1887.
9 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of the Masonic Temple in Petrolia, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I1 First Floor Plan. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col. linen ; 43 x 23 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I2 Second Floor Plan. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 43 x 24 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I3 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col, linen ; 42 x 24 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I4 Basement Plan, Ground Floor Plan, First Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 51 x 87 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I5 Ground Floor Plan, Ground Floor Plan Shewing Proposed Changes. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 45 x 60 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I6 Plan of Second Floor. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 42 x 29 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I7 Front Elevation. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 72 x 60 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I8 Section. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 42 x 34 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S48-I9 Front Elevation, Side Elevation. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 30 x 63 cm in mat 45 x 78 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49 Design for Presbyterian Church - Listowel, Ontario.
1887.
10 architectural drawings
Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Presbyterian church in Listowel, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations, sections and details.

AFC 47-SF1-S49-I1 Basement. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 42 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I2 Basement. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 48 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I3 Gallery Plan. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 42 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I4 Side Elevation. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 42 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I5 Longitudinal Section. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 42 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I6 Cross Section. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 42 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I7 Part Detail of Truss. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 60 x 64 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I8 Cross Section. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 43 x 48 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I9 Detail of Truss. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 77 x 100 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S49-I10 Front Elevation. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 42 x 36 cm in mat 57 x 52 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50 Colborne Street Methodist Church.
1887-1888.
11 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Methodist church in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S50-I1 Church Floor. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 62 x 42 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I2 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 57 x 34 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I3 Basement Plan. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 56 x 33 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I4 Plan of Galleries Over Lecture Room. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 82 x 91 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I5 Half Elevation Truss at Each Side of Transept, Half Elevation of the Howe Truss. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 34 x 56 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I6 Longitudinal Section. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 57 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I7 Section thro Centre of Gallery. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 57 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I8 Section and Elevation. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 80 x 67 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I9 Sketch for Corner Tower [partial]. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 17 x 25 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I10 Side Elevation. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 34 x 57 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I11 Side Elevation. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 42 x 62 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S50-I12 Front Elevation, Cross Section. -- 1887-1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 32 x 57 in mat 48 x 78 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S51 Sketch of Proposed Addition to King St. C.M. Church.
1888.
2 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a proposed addition to church in Ingersoll, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans and elevations. c.1888

AFC 47-SF1-S51-I1 Ground Floor, Gallery Floor. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 37 x 51 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S51-I2 Ground Floor, Gallery Floor and Elevations. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 48 x 73 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S52 St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church.
1888.

2 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of St. Andrew's Presbyterian church in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and details.

AFC 47-SF1-S52-I1 First Floor, Ground Floor, North Elevation. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 68 x 102 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S52-I2 Pulpit Platform and Railing. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 43 x 26 in mat 56 x 41 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S53 St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church - Glanworth.  
1888.  
2 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of St. Andrew's Presbyterian church in Glanworth, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, sections and plans.

AFC 47-SF1-S53-I1 Side Elevations, Front Elevation, Sections, Church Floor, Basement. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing: b+w, linen; 65 x 92 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S53-I2 Elevations and Plans. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing: b+w, linen; 59 x 81 cm in mat 76 x 102 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54 New Town Hall - Petrolia, Ontario.
1888.
19 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of the Town Hall in Petrolia, Ontario. The drawings consist of elevations, plans and sections. There are photocopies of 14 of the original drawings in the series.

AFC 47-SF1-S54-I1 Front Elevation. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 41 x 46 cm in mat 56 x 59 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I2 Basement Plan. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 64 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I3 First Floor Plan. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 48 x 62 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I4 Basement. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen 41 x 44 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I5 Basement. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 40 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I6 Basement Plan. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 53 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I7 Ground Floor. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 40 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I8 Ground Floor. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 43 x 48 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I9 First Floor. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 43 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I10 Ground Floor Plan. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 53 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I11 First Floor. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 40 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I12 First Floor Plan. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 53 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I13 Roof Plan. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 44 x 48 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I14 South Elevation. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 45 x 42 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I15 Rear Elevation. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 44 x 47 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I16 Section A.B.. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 44 x 44 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I17 Longitudinal Section. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 44 x 45 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I18 Copies of 14 drawings. -- 1888. -- 14 architectural drawings : b+w, paper ; 46 x 52 cm or smaller
AFC 47-SF1-S54-I19 North Elevation. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen (mounted on japanese paper) ; 49 x 42 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S55 Plan of the House of Refuge - County of Middlesex. 1888.

3 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
This project consists of 7 architectural drawings, 3 of which were created by George F. Durand. The drawings consist of sections and ventilation details.

AFC 47-SF1-S55-I1 Proposed System of Ventilation. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 60 x 71 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S55-I2 Transverse Section. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 28 x 52 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S55-I3 Section MB, Section Kitchen. -- 1888. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 49 x 28 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S56 Post Office, Customs and Inland Revenue Offices.
1889.
4 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a post office and customs and inland revenue offices. The drawings consist of plans, sections and elevations.

AFC 47-SF1-S56-I1 Plan of Basement, Plan of Ground Floor. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 53 x 64 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S56-I2 Plans and Sections. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 72 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S56-I3 Elevation on Centre Street, Elevation on Frank Street. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 72 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S56-I4 North Elevation, Rear Elevation on Lane. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 42 x 65 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S57 Office Building for the Canadian Savings and Loan Co.
1889.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of a longitudinal section of an office building for the Canadian Savings and Loan Co. in London, Ontario.

AFC 47-SF1-S57-I1 Longitudinal Section. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 54 x 56 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S58 Presbyterian Church - Petrolia.
1889.

7 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a Presbyterian church in Petrolia, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I1 Plan of Sunday School. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 38 x 33 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I2 Plan of Church Floor. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 37 x 33 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I3 Church Floor. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : blue ink, paper ; 51 x 37 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I4 Floor Plan - Sunday School. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : blue ink, paper ; 46 x 39 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I5 Front Elevation. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : blue ink, paper ; 50 x 38 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I6 Side Elevation. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : blue ink, paper ; 50 x 38 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S58-I7 Longitudinal Section. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : blue ink, paper ; 38 x 54 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S59 St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church - Lucknow, Ont.
1889.
8 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of St. Andrew's Presbyterian church in Lucknow, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections.

AFC 47-SF1-S59-I1 Floor Plan. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 76 x 58 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S59-I2 Church Floor. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 87 x 62 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S59-I3 Church Floor. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural blueprint : paper ; 75 x 55 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S59-I4 Front Elevation. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural blueprint : paper ; 70 x 55 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S59-I5 Side Elevation. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural blueprint : paper ; 69 x 71 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S59-I6 Side Elevation. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, paper ; 48 x 90 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S59-I7 Cross Section. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 70 x 99 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S59-I8 Side Elevation. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 54 x 92 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S60 Double Residence for Thos. R. Parker Esq.
188?.
5 architectural drawings

Scope and Content
Series contains architectural drawings of a double residence for Thos. R. Parker in London, Ontario. The drawings consist of plans, elevations and sections. c.1889

AFC 47-SF1-S60-I1 Basement, Ground Floor, First Floor, Attic. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 69 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S60-I2 Front Elevation, Side Elevation, Section, Block Plan. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 47 x 69 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S60-I3 Basement, Ground Floor, First Floor, Attic. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 69 x 47 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S60-I4 Front Elevation, Longitudinal Section, Side Elevation. -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., paper ; 38 x 98 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S60-I5 Front Elevation, Side Elevation, Section, Block Plan . -- 188?. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 40 x 62 cm in mat 56 x 77 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S61 Residence for John D. Le Bel Esq.
1889.

2 architectural drawings

Scope and Content

AFC 47-SF1-S61-I1 Basement, Ground Floor, First Floor, Attic. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : col., linen ; 69 x 48 cm

AFC 47-SF1-S61-I2 Side Elevation, Front Elevation, Longitudinal Section. -- 1889. -- 1 architectural drawing : b+w, linen ; 52 x 43 cm in mat 67 x 58 cm
AFC 47-SF1-S62 Unknown Church.
1887.
1 architectural drawing

Scope and Content
Series contains an architectural drawing of an unknown church. The drawing is a front elevation.

AFC 47-SF1-S62-I1 Front Elevation. -- 1887. -- 1 architectural drawing: b+w, linen; 45 x 29 cm